
Small Repeating Pigeon Traps
Designed as a small, simple and portable pigeon trap and transporter to be used anywhere pigeons are a

nuisance. Available in ready-to-use (#SW2412) or collapsible models (#SW2412KD). Pigeons enter

through the one-way doors at either end fo the trap. Ideal for do-it-yourself control or professionals with

a small pigeon problem. Using in tight spaces or small areas where there are just a few birds. Small traps

double as transporter for birds when emptying larger repeating traps. This trap can hold 6+ pigeons at a

time. NOTE: do not leave the pigeon trap unattended for long periods of time.

Pre-bait the problem area for several days. Once

birds are used to the location, place the trap in

the pre-baited area. Pre-bait the trap by tying

open the one way door so birds can move freely

in and out of the trap as they eat. Apply bait in a

trail that starts outside of the trap, leads in

through the doors and ends with the bulk of the

bait in the middle of the trap.

After acclimating to the trap, untie the door and

capture the pigeons. Make sure to inspect the

trap every day. Remove the pigeons through

either of the 2 one-way doors.

Provide food and water in the trap. Partially cover

the trap to create shelter from the elements. Do

not leave birds in the trap for long periods of

time.

One-Way Door
at Each End

Item# SW2412 - Small Repeating Pigeon Trap
Item# SW2412KD - Collapsible Small Pigeon Trap

24”L x 12”W x 8”H
14 gage wire mesh

For PigeonsCarry Handle
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and

animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective trapping takes

careful planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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